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Figure 1: Example comparison of how to connect a solenoid valve a) using a typical method using an Arduino and necessary
additional electronic components, and b) using our ActuBoard platform with the valve directly plugged into the Hub.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Prototyping is an essential step in developing tangible experiences
and novel devices, ranging from haptic feedback to wearables. However, prototyping of actuated devices nowadays often requires repetitive and time-consuming steps, such as wiring, soldering, and
programming basic communication, before HCI researchers and
designers can focus on their primary interest: designing interaction. In this paper, we present ActuBoard, a prototyping platform
to support 1) quick assembly, 2) less preparation work, and 3) the
inclusion of non-tech-savvy users. With ActuBoard, users are not
required to create complex circuitry, write a single line of firmware,
or implementing communication protocols. Acknowledging existing systems, our platform combines the flexibility of low-level
microcontrollers and ease-of-use of abstracted tinker platforms to
control actuators from separate applications. As further contribution, we highlight the technical specifications and published the
ActuBoard platform as Open Source.

• Human-centered computing → Interaction devices; Haptic
devices; • Hardware → Communication hardware, interfaces and
storage.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Prototyping in the field of Human-Computer interaction (HCI) is
essential across a large spectrum of technologies where projects
related to tangibles, IoT, wearables, or haptic feedback, have gained
incredible momentum. Although the technology used behind these
topics has advanced due to the interest of different domains within
the community, its hardware-oriented nature continues to require
basic knowledge of electrical engineering [5, 23].
Typically, today’s prototyping starts by identifying the technical requirements, e.g., the voltage or resistors needed, followed by
assembling each component on a breadboard or soldering parts
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Figure 2: Comparison of the typical process of how to connect an actuator to a microcontroller until it is usable within a remote
application. a) The typical workflow involves much more manual wiring, setup, and writing fundamental code compared to
b) using an actuator with ActuBoard. Colors depict the preparation (blue), microcontroller (orange), and application (green)
phases.
(Fig. 2 a). However, imagine a designer who only wants to investigate new interaction concepts and wants a basic prototype. While
the designer may have done similar projects with a similar setup
before, a new project often cannot fully reuse existing hard- and software. Hence, even similar actuators have to be controlled slightly
differently and require to start again with an overhead of configuration, boilerplate code, and working on circuitry. While this has been
eased by the emergence of tinker platforms, such as Arduino [16] or
Teensy1 , tool-assisted circuitry designers [1, 21, 37], and DIY websites providing schematics, even experienced tinkers still need to
perform those repetitive steps before they can use their prototype.
To address such circumstances, a large number of other prototyping platforms arose that reduce those error-prone processes, such as
the Arduino Grove 2 or Microsoft’s Gadgeteer [33]. However, while
those are perfect for carrying out hardware tinkering, they rely on
preconfigured modules rather than off-the-shelf components, or
require breakout modules with similar complexity and repeating
assembly steps as low-level platforms. And yet, even when all these
hardware preparations are done, users still have to program lowlevel firmware or repetitive boilerplate code to control the hardware
components from external applications, such as a VR-based application for haptic actuation. This includes the handling and addressing
of the actuators on the microcontroller, as well as the communication interface between the prototype and the remote application
until they have a smooth interplay. Prototyping is undoubtedly fun.
However, these error-prone steps challenge inexperienced tinkers
or students who may not come from hardware-related domains and
even add up to a time-consuming effort for experienced users.
In this paper, we present ActuBoard, a prototyping platform to
minimize initial and repetitive steps to support developers focusing
on designing interaction. Acknowledging traditional approaches,
ActuBoard combines the flexibility of low-level hardware platforms
for off-the-shelf hardware components with the simplicity and convenience of high-level tinker toolkits. Our platform contributes
1) a quick assembly and addressing of off-the-shelf components,
2) a communication interface for external applications, and 3) the
inclusion of non-tech-savvy users. Thereby, actuators can be used
through a plug-and-play approach with off-the-shelf components
and a fitting power supply that only need to be plugged into ActuBoard. Further, the addressing of them is done automatically

Working with actuators often challenges to understand the underlying concepts, software, and hardware. However, we think most

1 https://www.pjrc.com/teensy/,

3 https://git.tk.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/sebastian.guenther/actuboard-public,

without writing microcontroller firmware, allowing a user to focus
on building high-level applications and investigating interaction
concepts (Fig. 2 b). Summarizing, ActuBoard supports the following
features:
Flexible: A high versatility for off-the-shelf components without
limiting to pre-defined or proxy modules.
Plug-And-Play: Actuators with up to 24 V supported. No need to
write a single line of firmware code on the microcontroller as
ActuBoard takes care of every hardware-related addressing.
Application Support: ActuBoard provides an easy-to-use serial
and C# interface for direct application communication.
Inclusion of non-tech-savvy users: Less preparation work and
electrical engineering knowledge are necessary. Breadboarding or soldering of circuitry is not required.
Open Source: We released ActuBoard as Open Source3 .

1.1

Example scenario: Remotely watering a
plant

Alice wants to automatically water her plant before going on vacation. Therefore, she designed an application on her PC that receives
weather information and a valve that releases water for her plant
connected to a microcontroller. With a traditional approach (Fig. 1a),
she has to check the specifications of the valve, program the microcontroller, and add a power supply, transistor, and resistor for the
valve. Also, a diode is useful to ensure that the components are protected. However, this requires a lot of wiring, soldering, and most
importantly: time. Yet, the complete software for communication
between the microcontroller and her application is still missing.
In contrast, when using ActuBoard (Fig. 1b), Alice only needs to
find an appropriate valve and power supply, plug them into the ActuBoard, and import the communication interface in her application.
Project done. Thus, no need to focus on hardware details while remaining in full control of her off-the-shelf components. Even if she
wants to water more plants, she only needs to plug more valves into
the ActuBoard instead of repeating the time-consuming circuitry.

2

last accessed 20th May, 2021
last accessed 20th May, 2021

2 https://seeeddoc.github.io/Grove-Base_shield_v2/,
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Table 1: Comparison of ActuBoard to a selection of commonly used hardware platforms.
Requirement
R1: Off-the-Shelf components
R2: Plug-And-Play
R3: No Firmware Coding
R4: Communication Interface
R5: Small, Mobile, Wireless
R6: Low Cost and Affordable
R7: Debugging

ActuBoard
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
2
✓

Arduino
✓
✓
✓
✓

ESP32
✓
✓
✓
✓

Grove
1
✓
✓
3
✓

Gadgeteer
1
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Raspberry PI
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

1 With breakout modules (but then conflicting R2). 2 No mass production, hence higher initial costs. 3 Pre-configured modules tend to be more expensive.

hardware-based prototypes often require similar steps, especially
when wanting to communicate between a physical prototype and
a separate application. Therefore, before we look into existing approaches, we first discuss a set of requirements for our prototyping
platform based on past experiences and related work (e.g., [4–6, 22–
24, 29, 32, 33]).

testing phase of the actuators, or individual components may
become malfunctioning over time.

3

RELATED WORK AND PLATFORMS

In the following, we give an overview of existing prototyping platforms and prototyping methods in related research.

3.1

R1 Off-the-Shelf Components The first requirement is to support a large number of off-the-shelf actuators as well as
comprehensive support for many differing specifications.
Especially when working with components for haptic actuation, the designer should not be limited by pre-defined
modules. This also includes actuators that need an additional
power supply beyond the typical 3.3 or 5 V.
R2 Plug-and-Play Simplicity to free the developer from hardware details is desirable. For this, actuators should be able to
be connected plug-and-play. Minimal hardware knowledge
should be necessary, as well as minimized time spent on
hardware circuitry. Developers should also have not to care
about the protection of the circuitry, the microcontroller, and
other components in the event of unexpected failures.
R3 No Firmware Coding The amount of firmware coding and
setup should be minimal or not necessary to run plug-andplay components to reduce hardware-close implementation
effort.
R4 Communication Interface An easy communication interface
should exist that a developer does not need to write communication interfaces on the controller itself. At best, this is
done abstracted, platform-independent, and flexible.
R5 Small, Mobile, Wireless A subsidiary requirement is a platform that is as compact, lightweight, and mobile as possible.
This means that prototypes should not become superfluously
large while at the same time keeping the hardware in the
background - making it amenable to mobile and wearable
applications. For mobile applications, a wireless connection,
either native or through modules, is beneficial.
R6 Low Cost and Affordable Prototypes are far from commercially available products and tend to have various iterations
throughout their development. Nevertheless, it should be
cost-efficient in case of broken parts due to experimentation
or unexpected failures.
R7 Debugging Although using the platform is supposed to be as
straightforward as possible, a further requirement is a possibility for debugging as prototyping always involves an initial

Prototyping Platforms

Due to the proliferation of a variety of tinkering and prototyping
platforms over the last decades, particularly accelerated by the
Arduino ecosystem and research (e.g., [19]), two main types of
platforms have emerged: 1) low-level, and 2) component-based
platforms.
Low-level platforms provide high flexibility, such as the popular
Arduino, its forks, and derivates. Similar, other platforms appeared
from small microcontrollers with accessible hardware interfaces,
such as the ESP family4 , Teensy, or the Photon5 , to educationalfocused platforms, such as Micro:bit6 [3, 30] or TinkerForge7 .
Component-based or module-based systems provide a mix between flexibility and simplicity of pre-defined plug-and-play components, such as Grove or Gadgeteer [33]. However, while this
makes prototyping easier, pre-defined components may not always
provide a desired functionality or tend to be expensive. Available
breakout modules are possible, but those require the same complex
circuitry as low-level platforms. Further, these platforms focus on
working on a microcontroller basis while controlling it from a remote application still requires the coding of a communication interface. Single-board computers, e.g., Raspberry Pi8 , or BeagleBoard9 ,
provide direct interfaces for I/O components within their operating
systems, however, tend to be too powerful for most prototypes
or are still not powerful enough to run demanding applications
directly.
The listed examples are just a small subset, however, typically
with trade-offs between flexibility and complexity. More flexible
platforms, like Arduino, inevitably introduce more complexity for
users. Less complex platforms, such as Grove, sacrifice flexibility
for simpler usage. And yet, both require the coding of the firmware.
4 https://www.espressif.com/en/products/devkits,

last accessed 20th May, 2021
last accessed 20th May, 2021
last accessed 20th May, 2021
7 https://www.tinkerforge.com/, last accessed 20th May, 2021
8 https://www.raspberrypi.org/, last accessed 20th May, 2021
9 https://beagleboard.org/, last accessed 20th May, 2021
5 https://docs.particle.io/photon/,
6 https://microbit.org/,
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4.1

As such, those trade-offs often pose a hurdle to quickly design systems that do not focus on hardware tinkering but on exploring
interaction concepts. Also, while component-based platforms are
more accessible through pre-defined modules, they often tend to
have a limited area of application, do not support off-the-shelf components without the low-level effort (e.g., using breakout boards),
focus on low-voltage components, or only support a set of expensive modules. In contrast, with ActuBoard, we want to address these
trade-offs by providing a platform situated in between with high
flexibility and reduced complexity. Table 1 compares the presented
requirements ActuBoard to a selection of common platforms.

3.2

Prototyping in Research
4.2

There exist various prototyping platforms and toolkits in the research community. While some provide virtual prototyping [2, 36],
tool-based circuit designers [1, 21, 35], or AR- and vision-based support to faster create prototypes [14, 15], it requires actual hardware
and physical actuators when it comes to tangible or haptic feedback.
For this, some works use special tangibles or hardware that allow
for the exploration of interaction concepts (e.g., [10, 17, 18]) or use
proxy modules for low-fidelity prototypes [37]. However, those
are limited to the features provided by the devices. To add more
flexibility, research also proposed hardware platforms with a predefined set of actuators (e.g., [6, 19, 24, 29, 32]) which are similar
to the Grove and Gadgeteer platform [33]. While this allows fast
prototyping, they are limited to the given components or, again, do
not support a plug-and-play approach for off-the-shelf actuators.
Other research aims to ease the software-side control or communication with actuation devices (e.g., [20]). There are several proposed tools to support the actuation of vibrotactile feedback [22, 25,
26], or other haptic feedback [8, 27, 31]. Hereby, those approaches
are focusing on the creation of interaction patterns and mapping of
actuators with certain events. Thus, they can be useful as an extension of ActuBoard, which focuses on the creation of the prototype
itself.
Summarizing, the presented work and platforms provide powerful interfaces. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
open platform that supports experienced and novice designers to
quickly build and control a prototype using off-the-shelf actuators
from remote applications without coding on a microcontroller.

4

ActuBoard Controller

The Controller is responsible for managing the actuators and establishing communication with an application. It is based on a
standard ESP32 microcontroller with full Arduino compatibility,
embedded on the printed circuit board (PCB), as it provides powerful processing capabilities and supports communication via USB,
Bluetooth, and WiFi (Fig. 3 b). Using the I 2C interface of the ESP32
as an additional connection bus, the ActuBoard Hubs can be linked.
This also includes supply pins, clock data, and an additional output
enable channel to (optionally) toggle all actuators simultaneously.
The default I/O pins of the ESP remain unassigned and are available
for other purposes if necessary.

The ActuBoard Hubs are stackable PCBs providing up to ten actuator ports each. Each Hub contains the full circuitry to address a
broad range of actuators. Therefore, we use 16-channel LED drivers with a fixed PWM frequency of 97 kHz and 8-bit resolution
(PCA9635PW ) on each Hub. An additional "group PWM" with a
frequency of 190 Hz is used to also provide an optional blinking
pattern for actuators. To switch the actuators, we use high-side
MOSFETs with a current of up to 11 A (CSD17579Q3A) and connected a diode to protect the hardware from potential inductive
loads.
For addressing an actuator, we use the lower 4 bits of the I 2C
bus’ address pins of each Hub as base ID (0-11, settable with jumper
pins) combined with the port number of a Hub’s connectors (09). This results in up to 12 addressable Hubs for one ActuBoard
Controller, or up to 10 × 12=120 connected actuators in total. As
example, Fig. 3 c depicts an ActuBoard Controller with five attached
Hubs. Further, each Hub provides a separate power supply port
for actuators with up to 24 V. For a more convenient connection
of the actuators and power supply, we use small connector plugs
(Fig. 3 d).

4.3

Communication Interface

Communication with external applications is important when a
prototype has to react to certain events, e.g. in VR. To reduce coding effort, ActuBoard also provides an easy-to-use communication
interface supporting a direct serial communication and an optional
C# library with full Unity support, as it is one of the most commonly used engines11 (Unity Full .NET 3.5 compatible). Instruction
commands are kept compact with only a few Bytes, but powerful
enough to support various functionalities. This includes the setting
and reading of single actuators or multiple channels at the same
time with identical or varying values (PWM enabled). For example,
the command for setting a value is 1 Byte for the command type
(e.g., set actuator value), 2 Bytes command length (necessary when
setting multiple channels at once), 2 Bytes for the actuator ID, and
2 Bytes for the value, totaling in 7 Bytes. Though, as handling serial commands is cumbersome, our optional C# library supports
convenient wrapper methods. Other commands include a blinking
for a periodic enable and disable to reduce software side flooding,

ACTUBOARD PLATFORM

The ActuBoard hardware consists of two main components: 1) the
ActuBoard Controller, and 2) the ActuBoard Hubs (Fig. 3 a). While
the Controller is managing the actuators and serial communication, the Hubs are stackable extension boards that can each address
up to ten actuators plus an additional power source that can be
different for each Hub. Controller and Hubs interconnect and communicate through I 2C (Fig. 3 b). Further, we published the source
code, schematics, and all necessary information to build and use
ActuBoard in a public GIT repository10 .

10 https://git.tk.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/sebastian.guenther/actuboard-public,

ActuBoard Hubs

11 based on an official Unity statement https://twitter.com/unity3d/status/
1256256504098947080, last accessed 2021-01-10

last

accessed 20th May, 2021
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Figure 3: The ActuBoard shown as a) conceptual rendering, b) as final result with one Controller and one attached Hub, and c)
with five attached Hubs. For connecting an actuator, we use d) small connector plugs.
a listing of all available Hubs with their IDs and addresses, a killswitch to disable or enable all at once, and a debug toggle. A full
list of all commands are available in the documentation of the GIT
repository.

one ActuBoard Hub, using a single power supply. This allowed us
to regulate the flow and temperature of the liquids as we could
also actuate the connected pump. In contrast on the application
side, we only had to import the C# interface (Sec. 4.3) and were
ready to work on our VR environment. Additionally, even though
ActuBoard is currently not designed for input electronics, we used
the free I/O ports of the embedded ESP32 to read out a flow and
temperature sensor.

4.3.1 Debugging. For easy debugging, we provide two approaches.
First, a direct serial connection to ActuBoard, and second, a standalone tool based on our C# library that provides a GUI control
with an integrated terminal-like output. Both methods allow to
directly execute all commands of the software interface.

4.4

5.2

Supported Types of Actuators

Currently, we consider two complementary types of actuators:
1) discrete-controlled, and 2) continuously-controlled. Discretecontrolled actuators mostly have only two or a few distinct states.
This ranges from the enabled and disabled state of an actuator, e.g.,
an on/off property of a lamp, to setting discrete states, e.g., different
levels of a lift. Continuously-controlled actuators are not limited
to binary states but have a continuous range of different states.
Those can be typical vibration actuators that are controlled in their
frequency, the speed of motors, or the intensity of electrothermal
modules.

5

APPLICATIONS USING ACTUBOARD

In the following, we showcase previous projects based on ActuBoard and give ideas for other use-cases.

5.1

Vibrotactile Feedback for VR Sketching

Physical contact with the body is among the most common forms of
haptic feedback and often realized through vibrotactile actuation. In
this project, Elsayed et al. [9] investigated how vibrotactile feedback
can support sketching in VR by embedding vibration motors into
a 3D-printed pen. The vibration simulated the friction of a virtual
canvas, while the pen was used as a physical proxy object. The
vibration motors were directly connected to the ActuBoard and
controlled using the Unity library. Depending on the initial settings
and the virtually applied pressure of the pen onto the canvas, the
VR application used our interface to regulate the intensity of the
vibration to imitate realistic friction.

5.3

Pneumatic Actuation

Complementary to vibrotactile stimuli, haptic feedback also includes stronger expressions of touch, such as pressure. In these
projects, we investigated how pressure [13] and kinesthetic feedback [11] can be replicated in VR using a pneumatic approach for air
cushions and pneumatic actuated muscles. To supply these actuators with reasonable force, we connected them to an air compressor
and actuated them with magnetic solenoid valves. Since those require 24 Volt, which cannot be provided by the usual 3.3 V or 5 V
supply of a standard microcontroller, we normally would need an
external power source and relays. However, for an increasing number of actuators, this substantially extends the development time
and adds to the complexity. By using ActuBoard, we reduced this
to a minimum, and all components were directly connected to our
system which also provided the power supply without additional
circuitry. Besides, cumbersome configuration and microcontroller
coding was not necessary as we could address each via our C#
interface.

Thermal Haptic Feedback

As virtual worlds are getting more realistic, researchers also further improve by applying thermal feedback. Often, this is achieved
through Peltier elements (e.g., [7, 28]) that regulate their temperature based on the applied voltage. However, while ActuBoard could
operate those elements as well, we investigated how we can use
liquids as a medium [12].
As before, ActuBoard supported building the prototype and enabled us to focus on the investigation of the interaction in align with
our simplified process (Fig. 2 b). First, we identified the required
components and opted for an actuation using liquids that required
a warm and cold water supply. While the cold supply directly came
from the tap, we had to pre-heat water in a boiler and then pump
it through our systems. Further, we needed to control the flow
through solenoid valves. As both types of components, the pump,
and valves, required 12 V, we could plug all of the components in
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Further Application Ideas
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(Cambridge, MA, USA) (DIS ’04). Association for Computing Machinery, New
York, NY, USA, 167–175. https://doi.org/10.1145/1013115.1013139

The modular design provides manifold opportunities to use different
off-the-shelf actuators (see 4.4). While the previous projects mostly
used ActuBoard for haptic feedback in VR, we can also think of
similar applications in AR or in automotive-related projects. Thanks
to the small form factor, ActuBoard could even be used in tangibles
or IoT devices for the smart home. Also, we see the potential for
educational purposes where students can learn how to work with
actuators and investigate interaction concepts, before having to
understand every technical detail, similar to [6, 17, 34].

6

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The main intention of ActuBoard is to reduce hardware efforts when
working with actuators, however, there is still potential for further
extensions. Therefore, ActuBoard only supports plug-and-play for
output components, while input components, such as buttons, have
to be connected to the free I/O pins of the microcontroller (see 4.1).
Further, we plan to fully support complex actuators that have an
internal logic, e.g., stepper motors with a separate driver, as they
currently can not be connected to a Hub. However, likewise to
input components, it is possible to connect them directly to the
microcontroller with typical effort. Further, we plan to support the
interconnection between multiple ActuBoards for IoT capabilities.
As we currently only support communication with a remote application, a communication between ActuBoards would even allow
for distributed systems.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we contributed ActuBoard which supports 1) a quick
assembly and addressing of off-the-shelf components, 2) a communication interface for external applications, and 3) the inclusion
of non-tech-savvy users. The plug-and-play approach for actuators and the software interfaces allow addressing actuators without
being concerned about underlying communication protocols, microcontroller firmware, or circuitry. Further, we presented applications
built on top of ActuBoard to showcase its practicability and gave
ideas for other use-cases. We also published ActuBoard as Open
Source to invite anyone interested to use, reproduce, or improve
the platform.
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